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In 15 words, here’s what this little book can do for you:

Apply my 7 keys and win more profitable sales
opportunities and enjoy your business success.
It’s Amazing
I talk with business professionals who convey passionate and
meaningful information about how their products help customers. They talk to me in rich detail. They tell me stories.

Poof—All Gone!
When I review their websites and marketing
materials; not one word of that passion, excitement
and belief is conveyed. There’s only lists of information, product features and platitudes. Opportunities for sales are missed this way.

Hidden in plain sight— business people forget what they do
uniquely, and get caught up in competing instead of championing their cause. They tend to believe that prospects already know
what they offer and how it can uniquely help them, when in reality they don’t.

If you have a product that should stand out,
don’t let it blend in with all the others out
there!
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What makes you different is
what makes you money.

ONE

The power of messaging
that carries your unique
value difference is
critical to you.
-It helps “pre-condition” prospects to your value difference.
-Supports price point.
-Gives your sales team great confidence and clarity.
-Helps create better sales opportunities.
-Supports greater profitability.
You must de-commoditize your marketing messages.
If you have not created new, significant accounts in some time
or have customers that are not profitable for you, there is a
practical solution. Be sure your messages convey—

What makes your business Different?
What makes your products Distinctive?
What will make your prospects Respond?

Unless you have one of these,
you need effective marketing support.

A. I .C. P.

TWO

The Most Valuable Letters Ever!

I
A

PURCHASE

C

Every purchase goes through A.I.C.P. Yet, it has been undervalued. Your sales and marketing strategies are minimized unless
they support AICP.
Awareness. Buyers look for solutions. It’s your responsibility to
make buyers aware of your unique message with consistency.
This connects your solutions with buyers.
Interest. You must convey compelling messages to create
attention and alignment to get buyers interested in you.
Consideration.
The buyer now moves into the Consideration phase which
supports closing in on the Purchase. Hopefully your company
remained in the prospect's AICP process flow. Impatience is the
enemy of sales success.
Purchase.
The transaction is closed. The tractor beam pulled the buyer in
and a relationship is launched. That’s impressive, don’t you
think?
Buyers rarely purchase on the spot—they go through the A.I.C.P.
process, and you must stay with them throughout.
It's a pure, non-failing marketing science: A.I.C.P. I will share
more on this critical key with you when we get together.

Reliance on Technology for
Marketing: The New Myth.

THREE

Based on the use of YouTube, Cloud, Social Networks,
Websites and others, you’d think marketing is now all about
Technology. It isn’t. Lost in that belief you can miss connecting
to buyers. It’s not technology that reaches your audience; it’s
the message differentiation that aligns with the buyer—that’s
what allows technology to be effective for you.
A Marketing Lesson, Brought to You by the Klingons.
In Star Trek, Captain Jean-Luc Picard fought Klingons. Their
cloaking technology made their ship invisible. Cloaking is the
antithesis of what your business wants. But without differentiated marketing messages to engage your audience, you are
ostensibly invisible.
The Klingons wanted to be invisible.
You don’t!
It’s a fact: Technology alone doesn’t
get you on the buyer’s radar screen,
your message difference does. The
onslaught of daily messages is a merciless cacophony. You
need more than technology apps filled with commodity messages to get through.

Heed the reality:
Undifferentiated messages are ignored by buyers.
Technology itself can never make a commodity message
attractive to buyers. In fact, it can make you more invisible
more often. The greater the technological assault carrying
undifferentiated messages, the more it becomes invisible
to audiences.
Technology may reach a buyer but it doesn’t mean it will connect with
him. That should keep you up at night.

FOUR

Three Pages of Gold on Your
Website

Compelling content is crucial to making your
digital marketing work for your business. It all
starts with-About Us page,
Bio Page and the
Contact Us page.
These three pages must be engaging and present your unique
value difference. Any one of them will be your first introduction
to visitors. The worst thing to do is present boring lists of information and platitudes. You need to tell an engaging story.
Oddly enough these three pages are the most commonly overlooked pages by businesses.

ABOUT BIO CONTACT

Every business has a story to tell. There is
someone who started it all and struggled
through to make the business a reality.
People love to hear how those challenges
were overcome. They are drawn to the
passion that built your business.

Somehow, group think has commandeered the internet world.
“They” think that these pages should sound formal.
The result: It sounds stiff and boring. Industry jargon and buzz
words will do one thing well—assure that your company will
blend in with all the others out there.
Move from the generically boiler plate worded approaches, and
create intellectual and emotional appeals that attract readers to
work with you!

The Power of Consistency
Is Your Make or Break

FIVE

There’s a balance to what you do and how long to do it. Over
my decades of experience I have found most often, the quitting
is premature. This applies to large and small companies. When
it comes to sales and marketing effectiveness its all about consistency. That is the key issue to evaluate. That was alluded to
on my A.I.C.P. Key #2, on page four.
When it comes to being a successful entrepreneur, small business owner or marketing leader, commitment to consistency is
necessary. Here are just a few points that if you have not engaged then it’s time to stop.
Remember, the most expensive kind of marketing is the kind
that that isn’t working.
•
•
•
•
•

You promote your true differentiation and value
proposition.
You are doing so with powerful creativity.
You are stepping out so your messages are compelling.
You position marketing to support your opportunities.
You are moving with key prospects through the
A.I.C.P. flow

Commitment not Motivation
Motivation is great, but it will
not sustain your efforts.
Motivations can change with
the weather in the human psyche. It may last a few days or even weeks, but it isn’t
sustainable.
“Commitment” is one of your most powerful business success
tools. If your marketing is done right, consistency will get you
new and better business opportunities every time.

Creativity! You have to make them look
before you can get them to buy

SIX

Creativity! It’s either overblown, undervalued, mishandled or
misunderstood. Creativity is the way in which you express ideas.
Creative power can bring progress in any phase of business,
especially in sales and marketing!
Marketing messages must be crafted to achieve real results:
•

Makes the prospect look. You must gain attention or
you’re lost in the fray of sameness and commodity.

•

Builds profitable brand personality and price value.

•

Develops powerful mnemonic familiarity. The prospect
gets to know your business at top of mind.

These and more are the keys to sales success through the
strength and effectiveness of applied imagination. Whether you
own a business or serve as the sales and marketing leader, you
need to have the will to step out. Creative success requires forward thinking.
When you send commodity messages like
most companies do:
We Care. Great Service.
We’re Honest. Customer First.
We Offer Quality. In Business 1,000 years!
We’re The Leaders. You Can Count On Us.

This is what your prospect sees.
That’s terrifying!

Yes You Still Need Traditional
Marketing. Ask Google!

SEVEN

Google, the king of cyber space, the overseer of keywords,
landlord of the internet…yes that Google contacted me.
Google knows me well; my online habits, searches and of
course I do business with them. They wanted to entice me to
use more of their tools. Guess what, the giant did not communicate with me by email or sponsored banner. Surprise!
Surprise!
See the technology they implemented (below). Look closely,
is that a ...what? No...it can’t be...can it? A windowed envelope? A printed tri fold brochure? Yes printed. Folded. In
color. BUT WAIT...is that a plastic card with a $100 offer?
Yes, which means I can actually touch it and run my fingers
across the silky smooth plastic finish.
Lo and behold, the Big Guy in Cyber City also offers me;
are you ready...a three dimensional “coupon.” I almost forgot. There's a cover letter too.
But people keep saying that all this stuff went out with the
T-Rex. Imagine that, the heavyweight champion of the cyber
universe pursued me with an amazing traditional technology:
direct mail. You know it works: this is Google we’re talking
about.

“Rumors of my
demise are greatly
exaggerated!”
—Direct Mail

FOR YOUR
CONSIDERATION

I work with entrepreneurs, small businesses, and directors/
executives. My clients have already tasted success and they are
hungry for more. They are bright. They are driven, and want to
make a difference through their companies, products, services and
their talents.
If this describes you we should schedule a complimentary call.
It doesn’t matter what yesterday held. The best is yet to come. I
can say with confidence that I get you. I know you! In fact I’ve
been you. I built three companies from scratch. I worked as an
executive in a Fortune 200 publically held company, and I have
worked as a solo act. I know it first-hand. When it comes to sales
and marketing I know what works; and I know what doesn’t.
Here are some of the ways I can serve you, and this applies even
if you are working with a marketing firm, because they can’t do it
all, and they don’t know it all. I am often called in on special
needs. No complex contracts or entanglements.

My involvement in your company is geared to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define your true differentiated value message.
Create compelling messages.
Revitalize existing products / introduce new ones
Build/Re-Brand
Improve your internet marketing.
Support your efforts in A.I.C.P.
Help you attract the right kinds of customers.
Provide marketing, writing and design services.
Sales and marketing consulting.
Be an extension of your sales and marketing function.
Move away from managing consequences to managing
your sales future

Here’s What They
Say
Over the years here’s what I’ve heard from many top executives,
business owners across business categories:

•

Customers/prospects really don’t understand just how
significantly our service can help them; they don’t view what
we offer as different than the competition.

•

Why are some of our customers buying products we sell from
other companies?—It drives me crazy!

•

We really need to get customers and prospects to pay more
attention to our products/services.

•

We provide great services but aren’t getting great sales.

•

Our company deserves to be at a higher sales level so what is
hindering us?

•

I’m sure we offer much more value to our audience than we
express in our marketing communications.

•

Customers and prospects don’t have us at top-of-mind. We
need to stay on their radar screen with effective messages
that stay at top of mind.

If any of these issues or others like them are familiar to your
business, I can provide the knowledge and support needed to
create fresh, new momentum toward a healthier company.

You invest time, money and a
lot of heart in your business,
don’t ever settle for mediocre
results.

A Personal Note
When I served as President and Creative Director in several
companies I was the one who had to deal with business problems.
This one hit me personally. At the time
Bridgeport Machines was the world leader
in CNC milling machines.
Along with my team we moved the company’s machine tool sales to number one
in the world. An amazing opportunity! To this day their
machines are virtually in every manufacturing plant in the country
and many abroad.
500 people lost their jobs in one day
The company endured several difficult changes, new CEOs, sold
to an investment firm, and finally sold to another machining company. Each change became a spark that caused a wildfire of problems. More than 500 people worked there and built the finest machine tools in the industry. When it all ended 500 plus workers
went home without a job.
It literally became personal for me on five levels:
-Their closing impacted my employees. I had to make painful
layoffs which wrenched my heart.
-Over 500 families were impacted, and as bad as I felt it in
my agency, I could not imagine hard working men and
women going home that day to tell their families they were
out of work.
-My godfather was among those 500 people. I’m Italian so
godparents are an important tradition. He was a highly skilled
and specialized craftsman, hand-scraping the ways on machines, not a skill that fit the general job market. His family
suffered through.
All our family helped, but it made an unforgettable impact.

-The United States of American had just lost a
premiere employer and world leader in business.
-My agency suffered (in part) because I lost sight of
diversifying. I allowed that one client to become too large
a percentage of my company’s revenues.
I can tell you that watching good people pack
their stuff and leave your company is living a
nightmare in real time.
It’s experience, not something I read in a book
I’m sharing this with you because that event overwhelmingly impacted my life. I would forever devote my business talents to helping companies convey their unique value in the marketplace.
I also ran my own company and served as President and worked
as a director-level executive for four years in a Fortune 200
public company reporting directly to the CEO.
Over the last 15 years I’ve served as a marketing, business growth
and leadership coach/consultant. Through these experiences
I’ve worked with business leaders to grow successful futures.

When the economy works it’s because business
works!
My focus remains on working with businesses
to prevent and overcome the sales hindrances
they face.

In sales and marketing, a commodity
mindset is a lurking Profit Assassin

Value difference marketing messages are your company’s most
valuable asset.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a new sense of belief and commitment
Attract the right profile of customers
Create a path to more profitable sales
Arm your sales people powerfully
Pre sell your sales people and their value
Stay on the prospect’s radar screen
Support higher price point
Instill true mutual respect and cooperation
Move away from managing consequences to managing your
sales future
Present your company as the prospect’s only logical solution
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